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America has continued to witness countless police and vigilante killings of young, unarmed black men in the last decade. Each killing, acquittal, and non-indictment renews scrutiny over America’s violent racial oppression in the “postracial” 21st century. Even when community activism yields prosecutorial action, implicit biases and representation concerns in juries further hamper the deliverance of justice to victims’ families.

On August 20, 2014, St. Louis County prosecutor Bob McCulloch convened a grand jury to decide whether charges should be brought against Officer Wilson for the fatal shooting of Michael Brown. The 12-person grand jury, impaneled three months earlier, had three black jurors (one man, two women) and nine white jurors (six men, three women), reflecting the county’s racial demographics (24 percent black, 68 percent white), but far removed from that of Ferguson (67 percent black, 29 percent white). The grand jury’s composition thus raised concerns in light of structural representation issues in
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municipalities like Ferguson and the county’s stark divide on whether “race had nothing to do with the shooting.”

This article examines juror bias and jury selection considerations vis-à-vis the St. Louis County grand jury that refused to indict Officer Darren Wilson for the fatal shooting of Michael Brown.

IMPLICIT BIAS IN THE JURY SYSTEM

Jurors’ implicit bias often corresponds with whether a case is “race[-]sali-
ent,” where “everyone on the jury is on the alert that their decisions about race are being observed.” The most bias emerges where the defendant (or, the victim) “happens to be” a person of color. When a case is not apparently related to race, jurors are “unaware of the fact that their racial biases need to be checked”. Consequently, implicit biases in race often fill in evidentiary gaps. Yet the presence of even one juror of color in such cases can “underscore the importance of being fair” to other white jurors, alerting individual jurors to consciously check their implicit biases.

A majority-white jury composition has significant bearing on jurors’ interpretive capacity in cases involving interactions between white police and persons of color in racially and socioeconomically stratified counties. According to Illinois federal defender Geoffrey Meyer, “For [jurors] from more affluent communities, their interactions could be when the police visit their children’s school or they get a traffic ticket—minor encounters. Whereas in other communities, there can be a much more antagonistic relationship.” Meyer identifies that challenge as one of “communicat[ing] what life might be like for
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someone who is not of their race, because this can color the way actions taken by the police or the defendant are interpreted.”

THE “TWO FERGUSONS”

Power structures in suburbs that transitioned to majority-black populations remain overwhelmingly white. Ferguson, for instance, has a white mayor, a 6-white-1-Hispanic school board that recently suspended a black superintendent, one black City Council member, and a six percent black police force. This is compounded by a municipal revenue scheme over-reliant on traffic citations by mostly white officers against black drivers: 86 percent of stops, 92 percent of searches, and 93 percent arrests in 2013 were of black drivers. The grand jury thus replicates Ferguson’s demographic power imbalance.

More striking, though, is the diametric racial divide between the 604 St. Louis County residents polled on the Michael Brown case by the local Remington Research Group. While 64 percent of blacks agreed that Brown was “targeted because of his color,” 77 percent of whites disagreed. And while 71 percent of blacks believed that Wilson should be arrested and charged with a crime, 72 percent of whites believed he should not be. Protest perceptions also foster this divide. Political science research suggests that blacks “are much less likely to blame the black protesters for what transpires [while] whites are less likely to blame the white police,” even “where police were calm and protesters, orderly.”

GRAND JURY SELECTION & PROCEDURE

Moreover, jury selection was not conducted in light of the case’s specific procedural and bias concerns, but rather, via ordinary summons that, according to federal defender Meyer, is prone to selection bias. “Not everyone regist-
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ters to vote and not everyone has a driver’s license or state ID,” Meyer observes.25 “There’s a parallel [as it relates to] voter ID laws in this country. [P]eople of lower-economic means may not have the same access or necessity for state ID’s or identification cards. . . [impeding on the] possibility at the jury selection stage to get a fair representation.”26 Insofar as this summons procedure was consistent with that of Missouri state courts27, the grand jury selection was not preliminarily safeguarded against racial compositions underrepresentative of the community where the alleged criminal conduct occurred.

The grand jury required nine out of twelve jurors to find that the weight of the evidence showed “probable cause,” or reasonable grounds that the officer could have committed manslaughter or second-degree murder.28 Yet McCulloch’s “avalanche”-like disclosure of conflicting evidence and witness testimony,29 which rendered the grand jurors trial-level fact finders, was delivered in the absence of an adversarial process that could advocate for Brown.30 “Probable,” then, proved fitting for an outcome so systemically entrenched.31 The living histories of redlining, police repression, and disinvestment endemic to St. Louis County are inseparable from the fate of Michael Brown and the officer-shooter.32
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CONCLUSION

Ferguson revived a national dialogue on systemic racism in policing, the justice system, media discourse, and social institutions. A justice system where “reasonable fear and suspicion” are squarely vested in “the eyes of the beholder” continues to be prone to the derivative biases of the shooters. Grand jury proceedings must elicit inquiry into racial representation and implicit bias in jury selection and integrate the experiences of Americans of color into courtroom deliberations. The perpetuation of more Michael Browns requires nothing less.
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